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Executive Summary

The deliverable provides an initial design and implementation of the spatio-temporal and ap-
pearance based low level representation (STAR) which represents the basis of building a vir-
tual super-sensor that may perceive the environment like it has the capabilities of all available
sensors mounted on the vehicles: cameras, LIDARs, GPS/IMU, RADARs. The super-sensor
measurements should be similar to the individual sensors measurements fused together at
a low level (STAR).

The deliverable provides also a report of the design, implementation and evaluation of all
prerequisite modules that are needed for building the STAR: sensor calibration, perception
adaptation, 3D points correction and optical flow computation.
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1 Introduction

This deliverable provides a report on the initial design, implementation and evaluation of the
low-level perception functions. The main goal is to accurately build the spatio-temporal and
appearance based low level representation (STAR). This representation is obtained by low
level fusion of the information collected from the following sensors: area-view cameras, 360
degree LIDARs, 4 layer LIDARs, trifocal cameras and RADARs. Additional to the sensorial
information, optical flow computation and odometry based 6DoF ego-motion are used. STAR
is a key element in achieving high accuracy for the higher level perception functions like:
object segmentation from point cloud data, parking spot detection, signaling perception,
road users detection, tracking and classification.

Several modules are identified and an initial design, implementation and evaluation is done
for each of them:

• Sensor calibration module: includes an efficient calibration procedure with high accu-
racy results for the intrinsic and extrinsic calibration parameters of all available sen-
sors: area-view cameras, trifocal cameras, 360 degree LIDARs, 4 layer LIDARs and
RADARs; a very precise calibration is crucial for building the STAR

• Perception adaptation module: includes an approach for image enhancement in fog
conditions; this is very important for the subsequent modules to process images with
reasonable quality even in adverse weather conditions

• 3D points correction module: includes the motion correction approach for the 360 de-
gree and 4 layer LIDARs point clouds, trifocal camera and RADAR 3D objects; it also
contains an approach for laser based depth-correction of trifocal camera 3D objects;
these are mandatory for having a correct data alignment in the STAR building process
in the situation when the ego-vehicle is moving

• Optical flow computation: includes a solution for optical flow computation from area-
view images; the relative motion determined by the optical flow vector is used in the
STAR

• Spatio-temporal and appearance based representation (STAR) module: includes the
approach of building the low-level representation (STAR); this represents the basis of
building a virtual super-sensor which perceives the environment like it has the capabil-
ities of all available sensors mounted on the vehicle
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2 Sensor calibration

The purpose of geometric calibration is to obtain intrinsic parameters of cameras and extrin-
sic parameters of all sensors. In addition we also attempt latency (clock skew) calibration in
some of the sensors.

Our goal is to provide efficient calibration protocol that requires as little manual input as
possible and such that it does not include extensive special target setup in the scene that
would have to be done manually and/or not repeatably.

Specification of full off-line calibration is given in Section 3.3 of Deliverable D 4.1. A prelimi-
nary description of calibration is given in Section 1.2 of Deliverable D 2.2.

The calibration procedure workflow is shown in Fig. 1. This workflow was chosen to employ
good accuracy of 360◦LiDAR sensors whose timestamping is locked onto GPS clock.
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Figure 1: Calibration procedure workflow.

2.1 Precalibration

The workflow begins with precalibration. This is done for all sensors by means of the MoveIn-
spect DPA AICON system from AICON 3D System Gmbh.1 The purpose of precalibration is
three-fold:

1See http://www.aicon3d.com/fileadmin/user_upload/produkte/en/moveinspect/dpa/
pdf/Brochure_MoveInsepct_DPA_EN.pdf

http://www.aicon3d.com/fileadmin/user_upload/produkte/en/moveinspect/dpa/pdf/Brochure_MoveInsepct_DPA_EN.pdf
http://www.aicon3d.com/fileadmin/user_upload/produkte/en/moveinspect/dpa/pdf/Brochure_MoveInsepct_DPA_EN.pdf
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Input images for internal camera parameter calibration. (a) Area-View, (b) Tri-Focal.

1. Obtaining initial extrinsic parameter estimates for sensors whose calibration can only
be done by local optimization. Specifically, these are the RADARs and the 4-Layer Li-
DARs. In these sensors, determining the position of the sensor and its vertical ori-
entation are difficult due to a low sensitivity of the measured 3D structures on these
parameters and a coupling among these parameters that occurs in the calibration pa-
rameter estimation procedure.

2. Orienting the master LiDAR coordinate frame with respect to vehicle coordinate frame.

3. Providing first extrinsics estimate for motion correction that is necessary for calibration
data preprocessing.

Calibration procedures are designed so that they are not heavily dependent on the accuracy
of precalibration. Precalibration is required after a physical relocation of sensors only.

2.2 Intrinsic parameters of Area-View and Tri-Focal cameras

Calibration of the intrinsic parameters of the Area-View and Tri-Focal cameras are accom-
plished by KALIBR system [7]. The input are images of a standard checker-board calibration
pattern covering the field of view of the cameras, two examples of which are shown in Fig-
ure 2. The output are the parameters of the camera models [6]. As this is a standard
procedure, we do not discuss the details here.

2.3 360◦LiDAR extrinsics

Accurate 360◦ LiDAR extrinsics are a key to the overall accuracy of the extrinsic parameter
calibration of all other sensors. In Fig. 1 we can see the dependency. It is two-fold:

1. The RADARs and the 4-Layer LiDAR are calibrated with the help of the 360◦ LiDAR
point cloud.

2. The transformation from each sensor’s coordinate frame to the car coordinate frame is
estimaed with the help of the fused 360◦LiDAR point cloud.
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The 360◦ LiDAR extrinsics calibration module provides relative positions and orientations of
360◦ LiDARs in 3D with respect to one of them chosen as a ‘master LiDAR’ (the front left
sensor).

The calibration object is a “calibration room.” This is a standard garage-size room with no
special properties. To support 4-Layer LiDAR calibration the room is equipped with slanted
planes in the corners. It is not necessary to make them precisely positioned and/or have
their pose measured. A view from the front Area-View camera is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Calibration room setup. The frontal Area-View camera providing this image is just in front
of the entry into the calibration room, embedded in the front grille of the vehicle.

The calibration protocol requires that the vehicle performs a slow drive, first with its rear part
oriented towards the rear wall of the calibration room and driving out and second, after the
vehicle turns, driving in, with its front part oriented towards the rear wall. The order of these
drives can be swapped without any change in the calibration software setup. From each
of these sequences a set of about 20 data frames is selected. The selection is manual,
supported by an interactive tool implemented in Matlab. The frame selection is aided by
vehicle odometry that helps identify instants of slow vehicle movement. During the selection,
good coverage of the room geometry, timestamp consistency and low vehicle speed are
checked. The turning is necessary since our sensors must cover all-round view but the
calibration room has only three walls that can fully support calibration.

No special requirements on vehicle position and orientation with respect to the room are
required. In fact, asymmetry of the drive and/or the room setup facilitate unique and stable
calibration results.

360◦LiDAR calibration will consist of several steps:

1. Segmentation of each sensor’s scan to planar segments. This is done at one-tenth
of the scanner resolution, so that the sampling density is approximately uniform in all
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directions. The procedure is based on a Bayesian inference module that estimates
aposteriori most probable plane parameters and most probable posterior number of
planar segments. The inference is based on a general Markov Chain Monte Carlo
sampler augmented with a number of efficiency-enhancing mechanisms. A brief de-
scription of the sampler is available in [18]. An example of point cloud segmentation
is given in Fig. 4 (this is a segmentation of the fused point cloud, before it is used for
camera orientation in the master LiDAR coordinate frame, as detailed later). Another,
simpler example is given in Figure 6 of Deliverable D 2.2.
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Figure 4: Segmentation of a (fused) point cloud into planar segments. There are 13 segments of
unequal support. Plane parameters are indicated by circles centered at a point that is closes to the
origin of the master LiDAR coordinate frame. 3D points are shown at a very reduced density. The
three principal walls of the calibration room are segments 3, 10, and 7. Axis unit is one meter.

2. Matching of plane segments between all pairs of 360◦LiDAR sensors and reconstruct-
ing a graphG (a network) of computable relative pose parameters in at least one frame.
Nodes of the graph are the sensors. Edges represent computable rigid motion trans-
formations from the local coordinate frame of sensor A to the local coordinate frame of
sensor B for all A, B. The graph is typically incomplete. The purpose of the graph is
to ensure that the registration can work with minimal information. The matching itself
works by constructing a set of tentative match triples that are consistent. Consistent
triples preserve angles between planes in the triple. Since the tentative match triple
selection is very simple and fast to compute, all possible triples of correspondences are
considered instead of a RANSAC-like sampling. The set of tentative LiDAR-to-LiDAR
correspondences is typically very small (small tens of triples per LiDAR pair).

3. Each tentative triple is sufficient to estimate the transformation parameters between a
pair of sensors. These parameters are then refined by an Iterative-Closest-Point (ICP)
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procedure that minimizes the distance of 3D points from sensor A to planes in seg-
mented point cloud from sensor B and vice versa. A generic Newton-like optimization
procedure is employed. After the local optimization, the solution of lowest residual
defines the transformation parameters.

In order to cope with outliers and partial overlap of the point clouds, we use a robust
error (negative log-likelihood) function

L(T | X,N) = −
n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

log

(
exp

[
−

(n>j Txi)
2

2σ2

]
+ t

)
, (1)

in which T is a 4 × 4 transformation matrix to be estimated, X = {x1, . . . ,xn} are 3D
points in frame A (say), expressed in homogeneous coordinates (with last coordinate
unit) and N = {n1, . . . ,nm} are planes (homogeneous 4D vectors) in frame B. The
planes are normalized such that ‖n1:3‖ = 1 and n4 ≥ 0. The t, t ≥ 0 is a constant that
determines robustness, it is related to Bayesian inlier-outlier discrimination by

− log t2 =
(eT
σ

)2

,

where eT is the residual error for the inlier/outlier rejection threshold. Formula (1) ap-
proximately corresponds to two-component Gaussian model from which the inlier/outlier
hidden binary label is marginalized out.

4. A check that graph G is connected (if it is not, calibration is not possible and different
set of frames must be selected). This type of failure is very rare and may indicate a
gross flaw in the setup or a failure of the sensor system to provide sufficient data.

5. In the next stage the registered plane segments from all frames are fused in a bundle-
adjustment kind of a procedure and the transformations between the master sensor
coordinate frame and every other 360◦LiDAR are estimated with a great accuracy.

First, initial estimates of transformations from the master LiDAR to any other 360◦ Li-
DAR are estimated. Each of them is given by concatenating pairwise motions along the
edges of G forming the shortest path from the master sensor to each target sensor.
Next, the motion estimates are refined in a procedure that jointly updates the plane
segment parameters nj, so that the corresponding planes have equal parameters. As
a result the plane segmentations are fused. Fig. 4 showed the result of such fusion.

Point clouds from all 360◦ LiDARs are then transformed into a common, master LiDAR’s
coordinate frame with the transformations obtained by the above procedure.

The fused segmentations then support extrinsic calibration of RADARs, 4-Layer LiDARs,
and calibration of the transformation from the camera rig coordinate frame to the master
LiDAR coordinate frame, as detailed below.

The advantage of the above procedure is that it is a global optimization. It is also very precise
(see Fig. 5a). On the other hand it is relatively slow, due to the necessity to precompute the
segmentations. In an ongoing work we plan to replace this module by local optimization,
based on a fast ICP procedure described later.

2.4 Mapping of 360◦LiDARs to car coordinate frame

This step estimates the coordinate transformation from the master 360◦ LiDAR coordinate
frame to the car odometry coordinate frame.
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Figure 5: Registration residual error histograms (inliers only). a) 360◦ LiDAR mutual registration
residual histogram (in meters). The histogram is accumulated over all pairwise registrations in all
calibration frames between all 360◦ LiDAR pairs. The standard deviation of the residual is 11.6 mm.
b) Residual errors (in millimeters) for the 4-Layer LiDAR indicate lower resolution which is consistent
with its declared accuracy. The standard deviation is 70 mm.

Approximate relative poses of 360◦ LiDARs in the car coordinate frame are obtained in-
dependently by means of the external optical calibration system mentioned above. Poses
estimated from the above 360◦LiDAR registration are expressed in the master LiDAR coordi-
nate frame. Having full poses from both measurement methods, each in its own coordinate
frame, one obtains an estimate of the coordinate system transformation, one per sensor.
The final transformation matrix is obtained by averaging the principal matrix logarithms of
the estimated transformation matrices and then taking the matrix exponential of the result.

The mean residual translation error of a typical result is 16± 7 mm and the mean orientation
error is 0.3◦± 0.14◦. Fig. 6 illustrates a result. Results from an older LiDAR setup was shown
in Section 1.2 of Deliverable D 2.2.
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Figure 6: 360◦LiDAR poses obtained from automatic calibration superimposed on poses obtained by
means of an external calibration procedure. Numbers are measured distances. Positional deviations
are indicated by small dots near the inter-linked circle centers and the angular deviations are indicated
by the differences between thick and thin circles in each sensor.

2.5 4-Layer LiDAR extrinsics

This calibration module provides relative positions and orientations of 4-Layer LiDARs in 3D
with respect to the 360◦LiDAR master sensor.

Each frame of the 4-Layer LiDAR scans consist of three closely spaced layers, as detailed
in Deliverable D4.1. Relative to the size of the calibration room the can is essentially just a
single line of 3D points. This makes the problem of automatic registration difficult because it
is considerably more difficult to register lines onto planes than planes onto planes. Extensive
experimentation shows that the only working method for estimation of the transformation
from the master LiDAR to each of the 4-Layer LiDAR’s coordinate frame is based on local
optimization using the same point-to-plane error model as in the 360◦LiDAR. Initial estimate
is provided by the external optical calibration system mentioned above. The refined estimate
is based on a Bayesian model with a weak location and orientation prior centered at the
initial parameter estimate from the external calibration. The prior is formulated in the car
coordinate system. Formula (1) is used as the data model. A registration result is illustrated
in Fig. 7. Residual error histogram in Fig. 5b is consistent with the difficulty to calibrate the
4-Layer LiDAR sensors.
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(a) top view

(b) side view

Figure 7: 4-Layer LiDAR points (colored) registered with 360◦LiDAR points (black).

2.6 Camera extrinsics

This calibration module provides relative positions and orientations of Area-View and Tri-
Focal cameras with respect to an arbitrary coordinate system associated with the set of
coded calibration markers. Their shape and distribution is apparent from Fig. 2. Positions
of the markers are measured by the external measuring MoveInspect DPA system. Marker
detections in images are shown in Fig. 8.
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Figure 8: 3D Markers detected in Area-View images.

Extrinsic parameters of the camera projection equation are estimated by a camera resec-
tion procedure from the marker positions. Internal camera parameters are initialized by the
results of the internal camera calibration described in Section 2.2 and further refined by Bun-
dle Adjustment based on Ceres BA solver [1], together with the external camera parameters.
Area-View and Tri-Focal cameras are thus registered in a common coordinate system.

2.7 Mapping of camera extrinsics to car coordinate frame

Since the walls of the calibration room are simultaneously measured by LiDARs, it is pos-
sible to compute the transformation from the calibration marker coordinate frame to the car
coordinate frame, as long as the LiDAR points are already expressed in the car frame by
means of the procedure described in Sec. 2.3. The correspondence of the room planes
to the segmentations is unknown and must be recovered as a part of the procedure. Note
that this time we do need a global registration algorithm since the coordinate frame of the
external measurement for the markers is arbitrary.

The procedure is as follows:

1. Fused 360◦LiDAR planes are used.

2. The set of marker 3D positions is segmented to planes by the same algorithm that was
described in Sec. 2.3.

3. A set of tentative correspondences defining the transformation from the marker coor-
dinate frame to the car coordinate frame is obtained from triples of plane correspon-
dences as in Sec. 2.3. This time the registration problem is non-unique due to the
calibration room symmetry (a single rotation by 180◦, reflection symmetries about the
three orthogonal axes). We therefore augmented the model for an additional term
which considers overlap of two registered planar point sets: Given the registration the
overlap is defined over Delaunay triangulations of the two point sets projected to their
common plane. First, the dense part of the triangulation is segmented out by remov-
ing triangles with an edge longer than a threshold. The overlap is then the number
of points from one set that fall in a triangle of the other set and vice-versa. Such
model limits the number of solutions that would have a very similar value of the like-
lihood function (1). Since it typically does not eliminate the ambiguity completely, an
additional global optimization mechanism is needed. The result of the current step is
therefore just a shortlist of tentative camera-to-LiDAR transformations obtained from
each of the calibration frames.

4. A consistent set of solutions is obtained from the tentative sets, one per frame, by
means of a dynamic programming procedure that prefers solutions that are similar in
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all frames and such that they correspond to small motions between the frames of the
calibration drive.

5. The final coordinate transformation estimate is obtained from the set of per-frame es-
timates by the same averaging procedure as in Sec. 2.4.

Fig. 9 shows projections of all fused LiDAR points to an Area-View camera. We can see
good accuracy of the projection: Thin objects match perfectly (cf. cables hanging from the
ceiling), object edges also match in both modalities. The upper right frame shows a slight
misalignment on the two persons moving in front of the car, this is due to their motion and the
time latency between the 360◦LiDAR and 4-Layer LiDAR. The bottom two frames have a car
on the left side of the scene, where the LiDARs point projections might create an impression
of inconsistency but in fact the LiDAR points are at their proper 3D positions, on the car
and behind it. What we also see in the images is the consistency of depth estimates from
both LiDARs: The colors blend seamlessly and we cannot easily distinguish which line of 3D
points originated from which LiDAR.

Figure 9: Several frames of fused LiDAR points (both 360◦ LiDAR and 4-Layer LiDAR) projected to
one of the Area-View cameras.

2.8 Calibration monitoring for RADAR extrinsics and latency

This calibration module provides relative positions and orientations of short-range and long-
range radars with respect to 360◦ LiDARs. Since the RADARs have no vertical resolution,
there are only two translation parameters and a single angular orientation (yaw) parameter.
Since the RADARs have their own clock that is not locked on GPS clock as the 360◦LiDARs
are, we also add latency to the sensor model. The assumption is that there is a constant
clock skew between GPS clock and the respective RADAR clocks. This turned out not to be
the case but at least the latency can be monitored over time.
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Approximate positions of RADAR sensors in the car coordinate frame are obtained indepen-
dently by means of the precalibration. The accuracy of such positions is already within the
noise level of the RADARs. To verify the calibration and provide a possible calibration update
we developed a parameter estimation method that does not require any additional calibra-
tion aids (reflecting corners, etc) and provides a calibration update over the precalibration.
The method uses data from infrastructure, based on a sufficiently long drive in a sufficiently
complex environment (static scene in an urban environment). Data were collected from a 10
minute long drive in an extended parking lot (over 6000 frames).

The calibration procedure estimates corrections of the extrinsic calibration parameters with
respect to precalibration.

The input to the method are low-level RADAR object detections provided by the RADAR data
processing chain. Each such detection can be considered a 2D point in a plane. The detec-
tions are very noisy, with frequent failures to detect the same physical object repeatedly. The
calibration projects 3D points from the LiDARs onto the ground plane in the car coordinate
system. Then, if the RADAR-LiDAR orientation was correct, there should be coincidence of
sparse RADAR measurements and dense LIDAR measurements, as in Fig. 10.

Figure 10: A frame from the calibrated short-range and long-range RADAR data (marker colors
represent individual RADARs) and fused 360◦LiDAR data in car coordinate frame (black points). We
can see that obstacles detected by LiDARs and RADARs are quite consistent.

But not all RADAR detections correspond to LiDAR points. The calibration method therefore
needs to cope with such data. We selected an online stochastic learning algorithm and used
the robust data model from (1) for it. This time the hidden binary label represents the fact that
a RADAR detection may/may not correspond to a LiDAR measurement. The Q-function of
the learning algorithm for the yaw angle alone has already been discussed in Section 1.2.2
of Deliverable D 2.2, where it was shown that it has a well-defined optimum.

To stabilize the learning process, a prior is used for the four parameters. It is a Gaussian
distribution for the two positional parameters and for the latency parameter, and von Mises
distribution for the angular parameter. The mode of the prior is at zero calibration update.

Fig. 11 shows the evolution of the estimates during the calibration drive. Results are sum-
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Table 1: RADAR recalibration results. The LRR is the long-range radar, the others are short-range
radars at different mounting positions (F–front, B–back, S–side, L–left, R–right).

radar δyaw [◦] δx [cm] δy [cm] latency [ms]
BL 0.7± 2.5 −0.1± 3.4 0.0± 3.4 13.8± 60.4
BR −1.3± 2.4 −0.2± 3.2 0.2± 3.1 1.3± 59.1
FL −1.8± 1.9 0.0± 2.6 −0.2± 2.5 64.4± 54.9
FR 1.4± 1.3 0.0± 2.1 0.3± 2.1 77.7± 41.1
SL 1.9± 3.1 0.1± 4.3 −0.1± 3.4 11.9± 71.2
SR −2.2± 1.7 −0.0± 3.3 0.3± 2.4 −6.2± 57.8

LRR 0.1± 5.9 0.0± 3.3 −0.3± 12.1 17.8± 281.6

marized in Table 1.

Large variances of the latency estimates are due to a non-constant latency. Interestingly,
two RADARs have consistently different latency estimate from the others. This can be seen
in Fig. 11 in the lower central panes showing results from the two passes.

The long range radar is obviously the most difficult to calibrate, we observed large variances
of the estimates, as can be seen in Tab.1 and the parameter estimate evolution plots in
Fig. 11. This may be caused by the fact that distant radar detections are no longer covered
by LiDAR measurements. (The radar actually operates in two modes, short-range and long-
range and the measurement we are processing is a union of the two.)
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(b) Second learning pass

Figure 11: The evolution of RADAR calibration parameters over time in the on-line calibration algo-
rithm. The second on-line learning pass through the same data already shows no improvement of
the estimates (up to random variation due to the stochastic nature of data and the algorithm). The six
panes show, clockwise, the evolution of the Q-function optimum (bigger is better), yaw angle, lateral
position, longitudinal position, latency, and the last frame of the learning batch. The final estimates,
together with an accuracy estimate are shown at the right in each pane. The seven RADARs are
distinguished by color.
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Figure 12 shows that the RADAR calibration parameters are partly correlated. Most notably,
the correlation coefficient between latency and the longitudinal position is −0.53. This is
an average estimate, the effect is stronger in some sensors and weaker in others. To see
the cause, just consider a forward-oriented moving RADAR: If we do not know the actual
relative motion distance, it is impossible to factor positional shifts into an unknown motion
component and an unknown latency component. The problem is that motion correction for
the RADAR cannot be based on egoposition server of the vehicle because the server clock
and the sensor clock are different. We hypothesize that the correlation could be reduced if
the relative speed between the egovehicle and the target was properly taken into account
in the model (the speed is a measurement from the RADAR). The current implementation
copes with the problem by means of the prior that prefers small values of the parameter
updates.

Figure 12: Pairwise correlations among the RADAR calibration parameters. Brighter background of
each cell corresponds to greater correlation shown also in numerical values. We can see there is a
strong correlation between latency and longitudinal position and to a lesser extent a non-negligible
correlation between latency and the yaw angle. The correlations are computed from covariance
matrix average over all sensors.

As a final remark, note that an on-line algorithm can actually be used on-line, while driving.
This means that the procedure can be used for both calibration monitoring and calibration
update. An ADTF implementation of RADAR calibration monitoring is under way. It will be
used to gain experience with normal behavior of the method in standard driving conditions.
Before the method can be used for on-line calibration update we need to be sure it is not
heavily dependent on the structure and dynamics of the driving scene and identify possible
sources of parameter estimation bias.

2.9 Error estimation and solution validation

Error estimates provided by the calibration modules do not capture systematic errors and
random errors in usual driving scenarios. Moreover, parameters obtained from a relatively
small calibration room need not be valid for outdoor scenes.

The most critical component for calibration are the 360◦LiDAR parameters. A second impor-
tant consideration is the quality of the mapping between the master LiDAR coordinate frame
and the car coordinate frame.

The 360◦ LiDAR parameters were validated by taking a drive along a main street and then
entering an extended car park and driving turns there. All 3D points were fused in a common
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global coordinate system. Two views of the resulting point cloud are shown in Fig. 13.

Figure 13: Point cloud fused from an extended drive in a car park. Top: We can see the entry way
on the left, with traffic lights, signs, and lamp posts. Additional lamp posts are along the driveway.
Other notable objects are the trees in the car park. Color codes object height above the zero-z plane.
Bottom: A top view of a part of the car park, with the z-coloring scaled to see the structure of the
parked cars. The egomotion trails are formed from LiDAR points on the eigenvehicle (the LiDARs
see part of the vehicle). Same misalignment is visible in the lower-left corner. This can be attributed
to imprecise odometry (car odometry was used).
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Figure 14: Lidar-to-camera calibration validation: 360 degree LiDARs point cloud projected on the
front, left, rear and right top-view undistorted images

To verify the coordinate transformation from LiDAR to car frame, we developed a LiDAR-
based odometry, which we call lidometry. If the calibration and the LiDAR-to-car mapping
are correct, the lidometric trajectory should be comparable to the trajectory of an accurate
reference positioning system. Lidometry is based on registering fused and motion-corrected
point cloud frames from a pair of successive time instants. The time instants are chosen in
regular intervals of 700 ms but each time the translational part of the estimated egomotion
does not meet a threshold of 60 cm, the current time instant is dropped and registration with
the preceding and the next instant is computed until the motion threshold is exceeded. This
way error accumulation during no-motion periods is avoided.

The registration is based on a method somewhat similar to [17]. Instead of Gaussian kernel
function we use (1) which is robust. Unlike in [17], the formulation is asymmetric, which cuts
the necessary computation to about one half. The method can be viewed as a maximum-
likelihood method with a kernel-based likelihood function derived from one frame and data
sample taken from the other frame. Instead of computing the function over all 3D point pairs,
it is computed for k nearest neighbors only. The resulting Matlab implementation runs about
1 sec on a moderately fast computer.

Pairwise registrations give relative motions that are concatenated to form a global pose
evolution in time. No special care is taken when concatenating small motions. Results from
a 1 km long drive with repeated turns are shown in Fig. 15. In the top left pane we can see
that the lidometry follows the reference trajectory quite accurately. The reference system
was RT3000 GPS. When we introduce artificial error to the parameters of the transformation
T from the master LiDAR to the car coordinate frame, the trajectory differs much more. This
shows that lidometry is indeed sensitive to T, which opens a possibility to calibrate T from
infrastructure from a sufficiently long drive of the vehicle. An appropriate method is now
under development.
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Figure 15: LiDAR-based odometry (lidometry) compared with an accurate reference system. Green:
Reference trajectory. Red: Lidometric trajectory. Left column: Calibrated transformation from LiDAR
to car frame. Right column: Calibrated transformation modified by a 5◦ rotation about the (0, 1, 1)
axis. Top row shows the top view and the middle and bottom rows show two orthogonal side views.
We can see that the lidometric trajectory significantly differs from the reference after the modification.
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3 Perception adaptation module

3.1 Adapted image enhancement to adverse weather conditions

3.1.1 Image Correction techniques

One important problem for real time computer vision tasks is the quality of the input image.
There are several techniques to improve the quality of an image: either manipulate the
camera parameters (exposure time, acquisition gain, aperture, etc) or correct the image by
applying some image processing techniques. Since it is not possible to change the image
acquisition parameters for the area view camera, we will focus on correcting the input image
through image processing techniques.

If the input images is provided in the RGB format, the easiest way to correct the image is to
use histogram based methods – histogram equalization, shifting of the histogram for each
color channel in order to correct the color components of the image. If the input image has
a different format, correction techniques could be applied in the transformation equations of
the given color format to RGB. An important observation here is to take into account that the
green component should be dominant, in order to preserve the natural colors in an image
(as seen by the human eye).

Another important observation was stated by He in [4] and [5]: "in most of non-sky scenes
at least one color channel has very low intensity at some pixels". This is called the Dark
Channel Prior (DCP); so in a haze free or fog free scene the intensity of at least one color
channel should be close to zero. By analyzing the three color components of the RGB
image, we can compute the dark channel of the image and correct each pixel by reducing
the intensity of the minimum color component, while enhancing the other two components.

3.1.2 Image enhancement in fog conditions

Several approaches were investigated, by the UTC partner, in order to detect the presence
of fog in the input scene. The fog detection implementation is carried out in the image inten-
sity domain and consists in finding the inflection point of the fog in the scene, compute the
visibility distance by tacking into account the position of the horizon line in the image, the
position of the inflection point in the image and several camera paramters (camera height,
focal length, pitch angle, pixel size, etc.) More information on this topic can be found in [9],
[13], [12]. Figure 16 illustrates the scattering effect that appears in fog or haze conditions.
The radiance (R) of an object (blue car) observed through fog is attenuated by the the water
droplets that form the fog cloud and is perceived by an observer (camera) as direct trans-
mission (T ). The light coming from the sun is scattered, by the same water droplets when
entering the fog cloud, and is perceived as air light (A) at the observing vehicle. The di-
rect transmission decreases with the distance, while the air light increases with the distance
between the object and the observer.

Many image enhancement or contrast restoration algorithms start from Koschmieder’s law
[8] which states that the intensity of an object seen through fog is attenuated with an expo-
nential factor e−βd; the atmospheric veil, or fog addendum, obtained from daylight scattered
by fog between the object and the observer is expressed by A∞(1− e−βd) (equation 2).

I = Re−βd + A∞(1− e−βd) (2)

where R represents the intrinsic pixel intensity of the image without fog (object radiance in
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Figure 16: The effects of the daylight scattering on fog or haze illumination. The light coming directly
from the sun and scattered by atmospheric particles (water droplets) toward the vehicle’s camera is
the air light (A). The light coming from the object (R) is attenuated by the same particles along the
line of sight and is perceived as direct transmission T .

figure 16), A∞ is the intensity of the sky in fog conditions (the air light from figure 16), β
is the extinction coefficient (the sum of the absorption and diffusion coefficients) and d is
the distance to the object. The first term of the equation states that an image captured
in fog conditions is altered by an exponential factor e−βd according to the distance. The
second term of the equation, A∞(1− e−βd), represents the fog addendum in the image or in
other words the atmospheric veil obtained from the light scattered by fog between the scene
and the camera sensor. Since estimating the distance in fog conditions is erroneous, we
introduced the notation V = A∞(1 − e−βd). Since the purpose of image enhancement is to
obtain R, i.e. the fog free image we estimate the atmospheric veil and use it to compute the
original image.

R =
I − V

1− V
A∞

(3)

The Dark Channel Prior is also be used in case of haze or foggy scenes for estimating the
values of the atmospheric veil at every pixel. We assume that that in a hazy or foggy images
the intensity of the dark pixels in the channel is mainly contributed by the air-light. The dark
channel W = min(R,G,B) is used by the image enhancement algorithm [10] for estimating
the atmospheric veil 4.

V = max(min(p|M − Std|,W ), 0) (4)

where M = mediank(W ) is a variable size (k) median filter applied on the columns of the

image, Std =
√

1
k

∑k
i=1(Wi − µ)2 is the standard deviation applied on the columns of the

image and p is a percentage used to control the strength of the restoration process (usually
p is between 85% and 99%).

Since fog is not uniform over the whole image, we have introduced [10], [11] a new math-
ematical model for the fog in an image that also takes into account the exponential decay
of the fog. The final atmospheric veil will be the product between the previous obtained
atmospheric veil and an exponential function (with values between 0 and 1) applied over
the columns of the image Vfinal = V · G. We started from two exponential functions from
the partition of unity; we called them squared and modulus partition of unity functions. Let
fso : [−a, a]→ [0, 1] (squared) and fmo : [−a, a]→ [0, 1] (modulus) having the following form:

fso(x) = e
− 1

(x−a)2
− 1

(x+a)2 fmo(x) = e−
1

|x−a|−
1

|x+a| (5)

For using the functions fso and fmo in image processing, we modified them such that they
are defined in the image domain and take values in the [0, 1] interval. For this reason the
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variable x will denote the image lines. Hence we obtain, fs : [0, H − 1] → [0, 1] and fm :
[0, H − 1]→ [0, 1], two new exponential functions (figure 17) with the following form:

(a) fs graph for a = 1 (b) fm graph for a = 1

Figure 17: The two modified partition of unity functions

fs(x) =
e
− 1

(ax
H
−a)2

− 1
(ax
H

+a)2

fso(0)
fm(x) =

e
− 1
|ax
H
−a|−

1
|ax
H

+a|

fmo(0)
(6)

where H is the height of the image (the number of lines in the image). The denominator in
the above equations is used in order to scale the values for our exponential functions fs and
fm in the [0, 1] interval.

Our exponential function must have the maximum value (1) in the sky regions (above the
horizon line) and it must have a minimum value in the near vicinity of the camera, up to
a certain distance. Thus, a translation of our exponential function (along the x axis) has
to be applied by using a linear isomorphism A : [vh,Max] → [0, H − 1], A(x) = ax + b,
with the properties A(vh) = 0, A(Max) = H − 1 (vh is the horizon line in the image, Max
is a line in the bottom of the image from which no restoration is needed); vh and Max
can be arbitrarily chosen such that the functions will be defined on three intervals([0, vh],
(vh,Max)[Max,H − 1]):

Gs(x) =


1 if x ≤ vh
fs(c(x− vh)) if x ∈ (vh,Max)
0 otherwise

where c = H−1
Max−vh . Depending on the value chosen for the Max and a parameters a new

exponential function will be obtained. Figure 18 presents the final allure of our exponential
functions. A similar function Gm is obtained by using fm instead of fs.

Figure 19 presents eight images from the FRIDA data set [14], [15] that were enhanced by
using our image enhancement algorithm, using six methods for computing the atmospheric
veil. The columns represent the original image without fog, the original image with syntheti-
cally added fog and the six enhanced images by using the following algorithms: modified no
black pixel constraint (NBPC), no black pixel constraint with planar assumption (NBPC+PA)
[15], no black pixel constraint with the squared exponential function (NBPC+fs), no black
pixel constraint with the modulus exponential function (NBPC+fm), no black pixel constraint
with the translated squared exponential function (NBPC+Gs) and no black pixel constraint
with the translated modulus exponential function (NBPC+Gm). All the above mentioned al-
gorithms use the filtering method applied on the columns of the image. On the lines from
figure 19 we have chosen four images for the homogeneous and heterogeneous fog scenar-
ios. All the above methods are suitable for image enhancement. The first method, NBPC
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(a) Gs graph for a = 1 (b) Gm graph for a = 1

Figure 18: The two translated exponential functions. Used values are H = 480, vh = 200, Max =
H − 1.

(column 3) yields a very dark image when comparing to the original image without fog. The
idea behind contrast restoration is to remove the fog from the foggy image such that more
features are visible in the enhanced image. So, objects that could not be seen in the orig-
inal foggy images can be clearly identified in the enhanced images. The second method,
(NBPC+PA) [15], gives good results in the vicinity of the camera, but it cannot restore the
contrast at medium to great distances. Some objects are not visible in the enhanced image:
traffic signs, cars, etc. Another problem of this method is that the restoration is not smooth,
it can be seen that a portion of the image is not correctly restored. The methods using the
squared and modulus exponential functions (NBPC+fs and NBPC+fm) are smooth and can
restore the image very good up to a certain distance. The last two methods (NBPC+Gs

and NBPC+Gm) give the best results. The restoration is smooth on all the image and the
enhancement is resolved even at great distances from the camera. These two methods
introduce very little artifacts in the restored image. If the resolution and quality of the input
image is good enough one can reduce the size of the median filter to a minimum (k = 3) and
vary the value of the a parameter in order to eliminate the artifacts completely. The expo-
nential function is not fixed, it can be customized by changing the value of the a parameter
that can range in the [0.5, 4.5] interval. This parameter can also be used to control the shape
of the exponential function and the strength of the restoration process. Such results were
tested in [3]. The image enhancement algorithm performs in real time and is suitable, as a
pre-processing step, for many real world applications such as: basic image defogging, traffic
surveillance systems and driving assistance applications (object detection and recognition,
3D scene re-construction, etc.). Some improvements that can yield even better results are
to take into account the translation of the exponential functions on the y axis in order to
cope with situations when the depth in the observed scene is rather constant from a certain
distance, or to derive different exponential functions that will be applied on several vertical
bands of the input image.

3.2 Error estimation and solution validation

In order to asses the visibility enhancement algorithm, several metrics can be employed.
There is no unique solution employed in the state of the art.

One such metric is the average absolute distance between the original images without fog
and the enhanced images [16]. This is a metric that can only be used when ground truth
information is present. Table 2 presents the results for this metrics on the FRIDA [14] data
set.
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Original Foggy NBPC NBPC+PA NBPC+fs NBPC+fm NBPC+GS NBPC+Gm

Figure 19: Image Enhancement results on synthetic images. Form left to right, the original image
without fog, the original image with synthetically added fog and the restoration results with the follow-
ing algorithms: NBPC, NBPC+PA [15], NBPC + fs, NBPC + fm, NBPC + Gs and NBPC + Gm.The
used parameters are k = 15, p = 0.99% and a = 3.5

Cloudy Cloudy All TypesAlgorithm Homogeneous Heterogeneous Homogeneous Heterogeneous of Fog

No 71.83± 10.23 50.84± 10.36 58.02± 10.53 39.98± 9.84 55.16± 10.24
NBPC 49.54± 6.35 47.55± 6.94 84.32± 21.32 82.43± 21.26 65.96± 13.96

NBPC+PA 35.99± 8.52 30.74± 7.56 65.35± 23.25 63.31± 20.48 48.84± 14.95
NBPC+fs 40.16± 8.18 27.57± 5.16 57.26± 14.28 49.58± 16.12 43.64± 10.93
NBPC+fm 37.13± 7.35 26.94± 4.68 53.98± 15.06 48.88± 15.19 41.73± 10.57
NBPC+Gs 32.40± 5.79 30.38± 6.32 66.02± 21.63 64.75± 20.52 48.38± 13.56
NBPC+Gm 32.31± 5.94 31.06± 6.02 65.93± 21.84 65.48± 20.45 48.69± 13.56

Table 2: Average absolute difference between the original synthetic images without fog and the en-
hanced images for the four types of synthetic fog and for the whole data set

Other two used metrics are the percentage of new edge points in the enhanced image
e = nr−no

no
and the number of pixels that become completely white or completely black after

image enhancement σ = ns

N
∗ 100, where nr is the number of edge points in the restored

image, no number of edge points in the original foggy image, ns represents the total number
of pixels that become completely black or completely white after image enhancement and N
is the total number of pixels in the image. These two metrics are more relevant for assessing
the quality of restoration. It can be seen in table 3 that the image enhancement using the
translated exponential functions Gs and Gm are able to produce the greatest number of new
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visible edges, maintaining a very small percent (0.0012%) of bad pixels (underexposed or
saturated pixels), thus providing a very good enhancement rate.

Algorithm
Cloudy Cloudy All TypesHomogeneous Heterogeneous Homogeneous Heterogeneous of Fog

e σ e σ e σ e σ e σ
NBPC 37.23 0.0005 19.45 0.0003 77.51 0.0019 48.63 0.0014 45.71 0.0010
NBPC+PA 27.68 0.0016 15.47 0.0003 67.10 0.0025 44.69 0.0014 38.73 0.0014
NBPC+fs 24.89 0.0000 12.64 0.0000 61.97 0.0026 40.39 0.0011 34.97 0.0009
NBPC+fm 27.24 0.0002 13.68 0.0001 64.03 0.0023 40.81 0.0011 36.44 0.0009
NBPC+Gs 34.16 0.0013 17.34 0.0002 74.34 0.0024 46.55 0.0013 43.09 0.0013
NBPC+Gm 34.69 0.0012 17.58 0.0002 74.71 0.0024 46.89 0.0013 43.46 0.0012

Table 3: Mean value produced by the e and σ metrics for the synthetic foggy images and the enhanced
images, for the four types of fog and for the whole data set
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4 3D points correction

4.1 Motion correction for 360 degree LIDARs

The movement of the ego vehicle introduces a distortion in the measured data, as the sen-
sor’s reference frame changes its position during the scan period. Thus, the coordinates of
scanned points must be adjusted based on the movement, not only to ensure proper repre-
sentation of the environment at a single moment in time, but also in order to synchronize the
LIDAR data with data captured by the other sensors.

The synchronization timestamp is chosen to coincide with the timestamp of the most recent
camera frame, which allows us to correctly project the points onto the images (we assume
that all four fisheye cameras are synchronized). We denote the ith point taken at time ti from
a generic laser as X̄L,i = [X Y Z 1], for which we define the parameter ∆ = τ − ti,
where τ is the target timestamp taken from the most recent image frame.

The transformation that is used to correct individual points is computed from the ego-motion
transform matrix of the vehicle, Tego. This encompasses the 6 degrees of freedom motion
during the period ∆0 and is represented as a 4x4 matrix.

Before applying the correction, the scanned point must first be represented in the vehicle’s
coordinate system, based on the sensor’s extrinsic parameters, because this coincides with
the coordinate system of the Tego transform. Thus, the ith point can be corrected using:

X̃L,i = (TLveh)
−1 · Ci · TLveh · X̄L,i (7)

where TLveh is the LIDAR-to-vehicle coordinate system transform and Ci is the correction
transform for point i, which is computed from the Tego transform by raising it to a fractional
power dependent on the ∆i value:

Ci = T−∆i/∆0
ego = exp(−∆i/∆0 · log(Tego)) (8)

Here, we apply the notions of matrix exponential and logarithmic functions as presented in
[2] in order to compute this transform. For the implementation we use algorithms integrated
in the Eigen linear algebra library.

This correction scheme is valid irrespective of the temporal relation between the target times-
tamp and the start or end time of the scan. The correction transform must be computed for
each individual point of a scan for achieving accurate results. However, due to the high vol-
ume of data and the need for very fast processing, the process can be sped up by computing
a lookup table of correction transforms for each scan.

Implementation details

The ADTF filter has as input all AreaView images and all points from 360 degree LIDARS.
The input data is buffered by saving a local copy to have the most recent data points available
at the moment when correction is performed. Points are corrected to the timestamp of the
front AreaView image. The operation is performed when data arrives on the input pin. All
previously stored points from all LIDARS are corrected to a single timestamp. Tego is retrieved
from the parameter server. The outputs of the filter are the motion-corrected points and the
images for which they were aligned to. It is important to send the images so that other
filters work with the corresponding images. Missmatches between image and point cloud
can occur due to transmission delays.
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The most time-consuming part of the filter is calculating matrix exponentials. Current im-
plementation uses functions from the Eigen library. Optimizations have been performed to
reduce the required calls to the matrix exponential function. Firstly, many points have the
same timestamp, in particular points along the same scanning ray. A single call to exp() suf-
fices for such points. Secondly, points with timestamp values that are close can be corrected
with roughly the same correction matrix. These observations enable us to create a look-up
table of precalculated matrix exponentials, and retrieve these online when necessary.

Evaluation

Besides visual confirmation of projected points onto image frames, an evaluation for de-
termining the validity of the Motion Correction algorithm was performed by computing the
distances between landmarks with known positions, in both the corrected and uncorrected
point clouds, and comparing them to the true (known) distances. This approach was enabled
by access to sequences captured inside a parking lot for which a high accuracy digital map
containing the positions of lampposts was available. The known positions were used as the
center points of search areas (1x1m for Scene 1, 2x2m for Scene 2) from which clusters of
corrected 3D points were extracted, representing the measured lampposts (figure 20 shows
an example of this). Steps have been taken to narrow the selection to only the points be-
longing to lampposts, but there still remain some occurrences where nearby trees or fences
interfere with the extraction process, however, this is effect is limited.

Figure 20: Extracted Lamppost 3D Points

The extraction process takes place at each new image set of area-view images, for which
the points are corrected. The search is done within the corrected scans from each 360
degree laser scanners, near each location of known lampposts (that are in proximity of the
vehicle). After this, for each detected lamppost, the measured position in the corrected
cloud is computed, followed by that in the uncorrected cloud, by considering the same 3D
points which were extracted in the search phase. Finally, for all possible pairs of lampposts
detected in the scan, the true distance between the two is computed (based on the ground-
truth map), as well as the distances in the corrected and uncorrected scans, enabling a
comparison between the differences in the measured distances (representing errors).

Figures 21 and 22 show the absolute difference between uncorrected (blue) / corrected
(orange) inter-lamppost distances and the ground-truth distances, averaged for each frame,
in two different scenes, for which 100 consecutive frames were analyzed (the vertical axis
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Figure 21: Per Frame Averages of Inter-Lamppost Distance Errors, Scene 1

Figure 22: Per Frame Averages of Inter-Lamppost Distance Errors, Scene 2

represents meters). A consistent improvement can be observed for the corrected points,
with the overall average for scene 1 being 10.61 cm for uncorrected points and 3.34 cm for
those which undergone correction (1869 total data points). In scene 2, the errors for the
uncorrected points average out to 14.74 cm, while for corrected points it is 3.93 cm (2732
total data points).

Figure 23 depicts the differences of the uncorrected (blue) and corrected (orange) measure-
ments in scene 2, with no per frame averaging. It can be noticed that the variance is also
reduced after correction, with the maximum errors for uncorrected and corrected scans be-
ing 72.67 cm and 24.31 cm, respectively. This furthers our confidence in the validity of the
Motion Correction solution for 360 degree LIDARs.

4.2 Motion correction for 4 layer LIDARs

The ego movement induces a measurement distortion in the data comming from the LIDAR
sensor. The point cloud data from the 4L LIDAR are motion compensated and fused before
offered as output. However, a second motion correction of these points is necessary due
to the fact that we want the point cloud to be syncronized with the time stamp of the video
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Figure 23: Inter-Lamppost Errors, Scene 2

front acquisition.The advantage to the 360 degree LIDAR is that we do not have to compute
the time stamp for each point since the cloud is already motion compensated to a cerain
timestamp. For this task similar to the previous approach we compute the time lapse in
seconds between the timestamp of the video front acquisition and the timestamp of the 4L
LIDAR.

∆ = laserT imestamp− videoT imestamp

We then compute the transformation matrix Tego taking into account the displacements on
x,y,z and the rotations induced by the pitch, yaw, roll movement. Before applying the final
transformation matrix we must place the points in the coordinate system of the vehicle. The
final transformation matrix Tfin that can be applied to all the points is shown below.

Tfin = exp(−log(Tego)) = T−1
ego

This approach is very similar to the one presented for the 360 degree LIDAR, however the
ratio ∆i/∆ = 1.

4.3 Motion correction for trifocal objects

The estimation of a vehicles dynamic state is one of the most fundamental tasks for any
automotive application. In order to increase the stability and accuracy of the state estimation,
the vehicles are mostly assumed to comply with certain motion models, which describe their
dynamic behavior. Another advantage of using such models is their ability to predict the
vehicles future position. There are numerous models proposed in the literature and basically
they can be intuitively be split in two categories. First, the linear models assume constant
velocity (CV) or constant acceleration (CA) and their advantage is the linearity of the state
transition equations. The disadvantage of these models is that they assume straight motion
and are not able to cope with rotations. The second category takes rotations around the
z-axis into account, and for this reason they are also referred to as curvilinear models. The
controlled turn rate and velocity model (CTRV) is one of these models which assumes no
correlation between the velocity and yaw rate. For motion correcting the vehicle position to
the video timestamp a motion correction model similar to the CTRV model is used.

For computing the correction we must first see what happens in the reference frame of the
target vehicle. Since we only get the relative speed of a vehicle from a sensor we have to
compute its absolute speed.
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Figure 24: Vehicle moving on a chord with constant turn rate

objectSpeedX = relativeSpeedX + egoSpeedX

objectSpeedY = relativeSpeedY + egoSpeedY

After computing the object speed we have to consider the amount of space the target vehicle
has moved in its own reference frame. This can be simply achieved by using the motion laws:

x = targetX + objectSpeedX∆t

y = targetY + objectSpeedY∆t

Figure 25: Posible movement of the ego and other vehicle in time delta t

We will now consider what happens in the ego vehicle reference frame. We are considering
that the ego vehicle is moving from point A to point B on a distance S. The ego vehicle forms
an angle Θ taking into account the different positions in which it moves. The Θ angle can be
expressed using the yaw rate of the eqo vehicle.

Θ = φ ∗∆t
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Figure 26: Ego motion from point A to point B

The resultant speed of the ego is captured using the Euclidean distance and the speeds on
x and y of the ego vehicle.

Speed =
√
x2 + y2

Finally the displacement S is computed as:

S = Speed ∗∆t

If the Θ angle is smaller than a predefined small value we can consider that the motion
performed is in a straight line otherwise we consider the vehicle moving on a circle chord,
having a radius R and sector angle Θ.

Figure 27: Helpful notations on the figure depicting ego vehicle movement from point A to B

The distance S can be computed in two ways:

1.S = Speed ∗∆t

2.S = Θ ∗R

In the right triangle ODB we can determine T / 2.

T

2
= R ∗ sinΘ

2
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We can get the final value of T by combining the equations above:

T =
2(V∆t)

Θ
∗ sinΘ

2

In case the distance performed by the ego vehicle is straight the clasical movemt equation
can be used otherwise equation above is applied. Having computed the distance T on which
the ego vehicle has moved in time ∆ t we can now compute the x and y components of the
movement (Tx, Ty).

Figure 28: Helpful notations on the figure depicting ego vehicle movement from point A to B

Ty = T ∗ sinΘ

2

Tx = T ∗ cosΘ

2

The last step of the object motion correction is to find the position of the target vehicle in
the current ego vehicle reference frame (point B). The final positions using the rotation and
translations are: [

x
y

]
=

[
cosΘ −sinΘ
sinΘ cosΘ

] [
y − Ty
x− Tx

]
[
x
y

]
=

[
cosΘ(y − Ty)− sinΘ(x− Tx)
sinΘ(y − Ty) + cosΘ(x− Tx)

]
We have evaluated the proposed method using data from very accurate GPS on a target
vehicle. In the figure below, we have plotted the original position of a vehicle, the corrected
position and the results from the target vehicle. As it can be seen the corrected position
is closer to the target vehicle position. The evaluation has been performed on several se-
quences. Our method was tested on three scenarios which will be detailed below.

I. In the first evaluation sequence a target vehicle is coming toward the ego vehicle with an
increasing speed described in the plot below. The horizontal axis represents the time axis,
while the vertical axis depicts the speed values.
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Figure 29: Speed evolution graph for first scenario

In this scenario we can observe below with green that the motion corrected vehicle position
is closer to the target vehicle position represented with blue.

Figure 30: Speed evolution graph for first scenario

II. In the second scenario the target vehicle is passing the ego with a speed similar to the
ego speed. Here we can also observe the corrected position is also closer to the target
vehicle position.

Figure 31: Evaluation of the proposed motion correction module

III. In the last scenario, the target vehicle is constantly increasing its speed. When the target
vehicle is passing the ego vehicle its speed is much larger than that of the ego.
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Figure 32: Speed evolution graph for first scenario

From the plot below we can observe that as the two vehicles are closer the error between
the target vehicle position and the ego position is smaller. In this scenario, similar to the
ones presented above, the corrected position is closer to the target position, illustrating the
fact that our solution is able to successfully correct the position of the detected objects.

Figure 33: Evaluation of the proposed motion correction module

4.4 Motion correction for RADAR objects

Radar object motion correction is performed similarly to the trifocal correction. In the radar
data we have seen there are moments when the same detected object dissapears and then
after a few frames it reapears. Even though this phoenomenon can usualy be observed
when the vehicle in front is occluding the second vehicle in front of the ego car, this can also
hapen to the vehicle in front. To solve this issue we have implemented an extended Kalman
filter having a non linear motion model. The state vector remains the same.

Xk =


x
y
Ψ
v

Ψ̇


The transition function between states is presented below.

g(xk, u) =


x+ v

Ψ̇
(− sin(Ψ) + sin(T Ψ̇ + Ψ)))

y + v
Ψ̇

(cos(Ψ)− cos(T Ψ̇ + Ψ)))

T Ψ̇ + Ψ
v

Ψ̇
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Since the states are not linear we have to compute the jacobian of the above mentioned
function so that we can linearize our model. The mathematical expression of the jacobian is
displayed bellow.

JA =
1 0 v

Ψ̇
(− cos(Ψ) + cos(T Ψ̇ + Ψ)) 1

Ψ̇
(− sin(Ψ) + sin(T Ψ̇ + Ψ)) Tv

Ψ̇
cos(T Ψ̇ + Ψ) + v

Ψ̇2
(−sin(Ψ) + sin(T Ψ̇ + Ψ))

0 1 v
Ψ̇

(− sin(Ψ) + sin(T Ψ̇ + Ψ)) 1
Ψ̇

(cos(Ψ)− cos(T Ψ̇ + Ψ)) Tv
Ψ̇

sin(T Ψ̇ + Ψ) + v

Ψ̇2
(cos(Ψ)− sin(T Ψ̇ + Ψ))

0 0 1 0 T
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1


After initializing the Kalman filter we write the prediction equations as described below. Pre-
dict the next state.

X(k + 1) = g(Xk, u)

Predict the covariance matrix.

P(k + 1) = JAPk(JA)T +Q

After the prediction steps we implement the correction steps using the measurement from
our radar sensor. First we have to compute the Kalman Gain.

Kk = PkJ
T
H(JHPkJ

T
H +R)−1

To update the estimate via the measurement we perform the step below.

xk = xk +Kk(zk − h(x))

The final step is to update the error covariance.

Pk = (I −KkJh)Pk

4.5 Laser based depth-correction of trifocal camera 3D objects

Data association is an important step in the sensor fusion pipeline. In this data-association
stage we correlate similar data that comes from multiple sensors with the purpose of enrich-
ing the available information for the detected objects. To this end we have implemented an
association scheme that associates objects from the trifocal sensor with LIDAR objects. We
have tried to exploit as many features for each object as we could without burdening the real
time performance of the solution. To simplfy the problem we have created virtual 2D objects
from the motion corrected 3D bodys and we have projected them into a virtual 2D image
space.From the entire space we have selected just the objects that are at most 50m in front
of the vehicle and 20 m to the left and right sides.

We split the search space in two sides( left hand side and right hand side). Each object is
assigned to a side, and when we search for an object in the one hand side, we also take
into consideration that its correspondence could be situated at the border of the other hand
side. For example for an object situated in the right hand side we perform a search in the
left hand side up to a certain distance treshold on the X axis. This can be seen in the figure
below intuitively.
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Figure 34: Corresponding objects in different hand spaces

For finding correspondences we also take into consideration the object dimensions. For a
target object we search if a candidate object has its width similar to the target. We compute
the difference of the widths for the target laser object and potential trifocal objects. We
eliminate the candidate objects whose difference is not in the interval dictated by the current
minimal found difference.

f(difWidth) =

{
1, if difWidth ∈ [minWidth− 5,minWidth+ 5]

0, if otherwise

Another physical property exploited is the object area. In our solution we label a trifocal
object suitable for further investigation if the ratio between the LIDAR and the tifocal areas
is smaller than a pre-defined threshold. Furthermore to identify similar objects we sweep
through the whole list of objects using a polar rays having a fixed region in the central position
of the ego vehicle. The conversion of the cartesian coordinates to polar coordinates is
illustrated bellow.

ρ =
√

(x2 + y2)

Θ = tan−1(y/x)

The green squares represent lidar objects, the orange squares represent trifocal objects and
the the blue square in the middle is the ego vehicle. We have represented the polar rays with
a gray color. Using this methodology we observe that corresponding objects are situated in
proximity to one another, having the difference between the corresponding theta angles and
the distances the smallest ( Θ1 - Θ2 and ρ1 - ρ2 is small for similar objects). Therefore we
further filter the potential trifocal objects by considering just the items that have a difference
in the rho and theta angle(with respect to the target object) smaller than a set of predefined
thresholds. An intuitive depiction of this phoenomen is depicted in the image below.
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Figure 35: 2D sweeping rays for object association

Finaly for the remaining filtered objects, we associate the target LIDAR object to the trifocal
object closest to it, taking as a distance metric the euclidian length. The system variables are
updated each time a potential corresponence is found. The algorithm offers as output the
best found association for LIDAR and trifocal objects. In the image bellow we have included
the results for the association on a single vehicle. The algorithm also works for multiple
objects, however for clearness and better understanding we have demonstrated the working
of our solution on a single image.

Figure 36: Results of LIDAR - Trifocal object association

The white points represent the fused LIDAR points, the yellow squares represent filtered
LIDAR objects, with orange we have represented the original trifocal object position, with
dark blue we have the motion corrected value and with red we have the associated position
for the trifocal object. The intensity image in the left hand side represents the real world
scene. With a light bluish color we represent the polar association rays. In case we do not
find a suitable correspondence for an object, the association will return the motion corrected
position for the trifocal object.

The data association algorithm has been tested on several sequences where we know the
position of the target vehicle. Our association algorithm is limited by the precision of the de-
tected LIDAR objects. The three test beds presented below are similar to the ones presented
in the object motion correction section.

I. Target vehicle is coming toward the ego vehicle with an increasing speed
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Figure 37: Object Association case 1

II. Target vehicle is passing the ego vehicle with a speed similar to the one of the ego.

Figure 38: Object Association case 2

III. In the last scenario the vehicle is increasing its speed as it passes the ego vehicle.

Figure 39: Object Association case 3

In all scenarios we see that the associated object is in general closer to the target vehicle.
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5 Optical flow computation

5.1 Optical flow from area view images

Optical flow estimates the apparent motion of objects due to relative motion with respect to
the observer. It offers complementary information to color and depth. A typical method for
computing the optical flow requires two images as input which are successive frames from
a video sequence. The output of the method is matrix containing in each position the speed
vector.

We start from the brightness constancy constraint and express the intensity value at the
position of the moved object in terms of the first order Taylor approximation:

I(x+ Vx, y + Vy, t+ 1) = I(x, y, t) +
∂I

∂x
Vx +

∂I

∂y
Vy +

∂I

∂t
(9)

Since we have only one equation and two unknowns Vx and Vy, the component of the motion
vector, another assumption is needed to calculate these. The Lucas-Kanade differential
method estimates the optical flow by making the assumption that it should be constant for a
small window. Formally:

Ix(qi)Vx + Iy(qi)Vy = −It(qi) (10)

where It is the temporal difference between the two input images, Ix and Iy are the gradient
components in the x and y direction for the previous image, and qi are pixel locations that
fall within the predefined window.

This is an over-determined system of the form Av = b where A, v and b are defined as:

A =


Ix(q1) Iy(q1)
Ix(q2) Iy(q2)

...
...

Ix(qn) Iy(qn)

 v =

[
Vx
Vy

]
b =


−It(q1)
−It(q2)

...

−It(qn)

 (11)

The system can be solved at each position using least squares, which can be written as
v = (ATA)−1(AT b). This is equivalent to the following matrix multiplication:

[
Vx
Vy

]
=

[ ∑
i Ix(qi)

2
∑

i Ix(qi)Iy(qi)∑
i Iy(qi)Ix(qi)

∑
i Iy(qi)

2

]−1[−∑i Ix(qi)It(qi)
−
∑

i Iy(qi)It(qi)

]
(12)

The matrix ATA is a 2x2 matrix with elements equal to regional sums of different element-
wise products. These elements can be efficiently calculated in constant time, regardless of
the size of the window, if the integral image is precomputed. This results in a method which
calculates the optical flow for each position in linear time in the size of the input image.

Since the previously presented method assumes small changes by considering the first
order Taylor approximation, it does not work well for larger flow values. For this reason, a
pyramidal scheme is applied by first solving for the optical flow at a much smaller resolution.
Afterwards, we use the results from lower resolutions to successively refine them at higher
and higher resolutions. If we use a standard image pyramid which halves the resolution at
each step then the flow at the current level can be initialized as:
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V crt
x0 = resample(V prev

x , size(V crt
x )) · 2 (13)

and it is updated using equation 12.

Implementation Details

Implementation in ADTF requires the storage of the current image and the previous image.
The input color images must be converted into grayscale images. Note, that the optical
flow will be available for the previous image frame only, since the next frame is needed for
calculation.

Algorithm steps:

• for each resolution:

– resample/resize the input images to lower resolution

– initialize the flow from previous level using eq. 13 or to zero

– update the flow by adding the results using eq. 12:

∗ calculate image gradient (Ix, Iy) for the previous image;
∗ calculate the temporal difference It between the current and previous image;
∗ perform element-wise multiplication between Ix, Iy and It;
∗ calculate the integral image of each of the previous images;
∗ evaluate required sums via lookups from the integral images;
∗ for each location solve the system of equations via a 2x2 matrix multiplication.

Memory consumption:

• 3 floating point images for the gradient Ix, Iy and temporal difference It (can be reduced
to byte images, if necessary)

• 5 floating point images for intermediate products (e.g. Ix · Iy)

• 1 double floating point image for calculating the integral image

• 2 floating point images for storing the resulting motion vectors Vx and Vy

This results in: (2 + 5 + 1× 2 + 2)× 4×N = 44N = Θ(N), where N is the size of the original
grayscale input image in bytes. The required memory zones can be preallocated on startup
to avoid memory management overhead.

Time complexity: The number of operations per pixel is less than 50, including addition,
multiplication and memory lookup. This results in a time complexity of Θ(N), where N is the
size of the original grayscale input image.

5.2 Error estimation and solution validation

The presented method is one of the most used methods for calculating optical flow. Valida-
tion of the implementation is done by comparing outputs with existing and tested implemen-
tations in Matlab. Further validation will be performed when the module is integrated into the
perception pipeline.
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6 Spatio-temporal and appearance based representation module (STAR)

The spatio-temporal and appearance based representation (STAR) represents the basis of
building a virtual super-sensor. The super-sensor perceives the environment like it has the
capabilities of all available sensors mounted on the vehicle (cameras, LIDARs, GPS/IMU).
Its measurements should be similar to the individual sensors measurements fused together
at a low level. STAR is generated by a four phase process:

• 3D points motion correction

• Image undistortion and unwarping

• Semantic segmentation

• Points projection and information fusion

The low-level representation consists of a multi-dimensional feature vector with the following
features:

• Pixel position: (u, v) coordinates in the image

• Pixel color information: (R,G,B) values

• Pixel 2D optical flow vector: (du, dv) displacements computed on u and v axes

• Pixel semantic segment value

• Pixel class value

• 3D point position (X, Y, Z)

• 3D point velocity vector (V x, V y, V z)

• 3D point class value: 3Dclass

The super-sensor and its associated low-level representation represents a scientific con-
tribution that adds value and increases the accuracy of the high-level processing tasks like
object detection, tracking and classification. This representation may be generated and used
when all the available sensors are functioning. If there are some malfunctioning sensors, the
high-level processing may be done by only using the information coming from either 3D sen-
sors or image sensors that are operating normally.

6.1 Point cloud fusion from 360 degree LIDARs, 4 layer LIDARs, RADARs and trifocal
camera 3D objects

In order to build the STAR representation, all the 3D points coming from 360 degree LIDARs,
4 layer LIDARs, the 3D objects coming from RADARs and trifocal cameras must be fused
into a common 3D reference frame. Both 3D points and 3D objects that are already mo-
tion corrected are transformed in the ego-vehicle coordinate system. Considering a motion
corrected 3D measurement Ps from a specific sensor s and knowing the calibration param-
eters (rotation matrix Rs

veh and translation vector T sveh) as rigid transformations between the
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sensor and the ego-vehicle, the corresponding position Pv of the point Ps in the ego-vehicle
reference frame is computed by:

Ps =
[
Xs Ys Zs

]T
Pv =

[
Rveh
s T vehs

0 1

]
· Ps

6.2 Enrichment of point clouds with Area-View camera data

The raw fisheye image is not used in practice for further processing since real world objects
are highly distorted in the image. Once the forward projection model of the camera and
lenses are known the image can be transformed to obtain a more suitable representation of
the scene.

To obtain an undistorted and unwarped image we start from a target surface which repre-
sents a virtual imager. The surface is discretized and projected onto the distorted image.
Color values can be obtained for each position by interpolating values from the original
fisheye image. Either bilinear or bicubic interpolation can be performed. The described pro-
cedure clearly shows that there is no need for the inverse projection model. The surface of
projection can be: a single plane; multiple planes or a cylinder. The field of view, the reso-
lution and the orientation of the surface needs to be determined to offer the optimal view of
the scene. Knowing the camera orientation enables us to preserve the orientation of vertical
lines. This is essential for higher level processing steps.

Using a single plane yields a single perspective image. Perspective images preserve straight
lines, but for larger field of view it elongates objects at positions which are far from the image
center. This kind of unwarping is convenient for the central region and should be applied
with a reduced field view. A horizontal field of view close to 180 degrees is impossible to
achieve with a single plane. Projecting onto multiple planes can resolve this issue.

We define the planar surface for projection as a planar grid placed at distance z = 1 from
the camera parameterized by u and v in the following way:

x(u, v) = −th + 2thu/(w − 1)
y(u, v) = −tv + 2tvv/(w − 1)

z(u, v) = 1

where th = tan(α/2), tv = thw/h, α is the horizontal field of view and w, h are the horizontal
and vertical resolutions respectively and u ∈ 0 : w − 1, v ∈ 0 : h− 1. This implies that x ∈
[−th, th] and x ∈ [−tv, tv].
Another option is to use the side of a cylinder as the projection surface. The cylinder should
have its axis aligned with the normal to the ground surface in order to preserve the orientation
of vertical lines. Cylindrical unwarping can generate a single image with large horizontal field
of view with smaller distortions than a single perspective image. Only vertical lines remain
straight after this transformation.

We define the cylindrical surface as the face of a cylinder having its rotation axis aligned with
the y axis and having a base radius of 1:
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x(u, v) = sin(−α + α · u/(w − 1))
y(u, v) = −β + β · v/(h− 1)

z(u, v) = cos(−α + α · u/(w − 1))

where α is the horizontal field of view and β = αh/w. We define rotation matrices for
each camera which perform the required rotation from the vehicle reference frame to the
specific camera while preserving alignment with the vehicle reference frame (only 90-degree
rotations):

R̂veh
camf =

0 −1 0
0 0 −1
1 0 0

 , R̂veh
caml =

1 0 0
0 0 −1
0 1 0

 ,
R̂veh
camb =

 0 1 0
0 0 −1
−1 0 0

 , R̂veh
camr =

−1 0 0
0 0 −1
0 −1 0


Information fusion between the any LIDAR and any Area-View camera can be obtained by
projecting the 3D points from the LIDAR onto the imager of the camera. In the following we
define the steps required to project onto the original fisheye images, the planar image and
cylindrical image.

Let XL be a 3D point in the native coordinate system of a general laser sensor, in homoge-
neous coordinates:

XL =
[
X Y Z 1

]T
Projection onto the fisheye image can be obtained by:[

u v 1
]T

= P (TLcamXL)

TLcam =

[
Rveh
cam T vehcam

0 1

]
·
[
RL
veh TLveh
0 1

]
i.e. we apply the projection function onto the point transformed to the camera coordinate
system. The transformation from vehicle to camera uses the extrinsic rotation and translation
found during calibration. Projection onto the planar image aligned with the car reference
frame can be obtained by:

[
u v 1

]T
= K · nonh(T̂LcamXL)

K =

w/(2th) 0 w/2
0 h/(2tv) h/2
0 0 1


T̂Lcam =

[
R̂veh
cam 0
0 1

]
·
[
RL
veh TLveh
0 1

]
The function nonh() switches to non-homogeneous coordinates and afterwards we normal-
ize the coordinates by the third component. Here, the transformation from vehicle to camera
uses the rotation matrices defined for aligned views and no translation. Projection onto the
cylindrical image aligned with the car reference can be obtained by:

[
u v 1

]T
= K · g(T̂LcamXL)
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The internal matrix K has same form as defined previously but in this case th equals half
the horizontal field of view. The function g finds the 3D point which is the intersection of a
ray passing through the point [XY Z] and the face of the cylinder aligned with the vehicle
reference frame. It can be shown the g has the following form:

g(
[
X Y Z 1

]T
) =

[
asin(X/r) Y/r 1

]T
r =
√
X2 + Z2

6.3 Solution validation

Once the coordinates of the 3D point are known, information can be transferred from the
image domain to the 3D points. We augment the point cloud with color information and with
the class of the semantic segment.

It is important to note that cameras and lasers view the world from different viewpoints and so
there can be cases where the laser measures distances to objects which are occluded in the
camera view. Projecting such 3D points onto the image will result in erroneous associations
with the occluding object. Resolving this issue can be achieved by considering consistency
in color, making use of laser reflectivity or by reasoning in 3D space.

The STAR representation was qualitatively evaluated. Fig. 40 and fig. 41 show sample
segmented point clouds along with the view offered by the frontal camera. The road plane is
visible (magenta). The main traffic participants can also be distinguished: pedestrians (red),
vehicles (blue), vegetation (green), buildings (gray).

Figure 40: Segmented point cloud and the associated cylindrically unwarped frontal view. The arrow
indicates the orientation of the car
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Figure 41: Segmented point cloud and the associated cylindrically unwarped frontal view. The arrow
indicates the orientation of the car
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7 Conclusions

Deliverable 4.2 described the initial version of low-level perception functions used for build-
ing up the spatio-temporal and appearance based low level representation (STAR) which
represents the basis of the virtual super-sensor that perceives the ego-vehicle surround-
ing environment. This is a clear scientific contribution that adds value and increases the
robustness of the WP4 (Perception) tasks.

The first design, implementation and evaluation of all prerequisite modules that are needed
for building the STAR were described: sensor calibration, perception adaptation to ad-
verse weather conditions, 3D points correction, optical flow computation. Their results were
promising and were used successfully for building up the super-sensor low level represen-
tation (STAR). A very high accuracy of all these modules is required in order to build a very
accurate STAR that will be used further in developing the high level perception functions.

As the project progresses, all these modules including the STAR will be refined in order to
increase the performance of the actual implementation. The Deliverable D4.5 in M32 will
reflect and summarize the progress.
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